f ast year, the University of Ulm, the City of Ulm, and the GerL^orPhpicd society celebrated the 1256 birttrday of Albert Einstein, who was born in Ulm on 14 Marchl879. Being fully arilare of the multitude of events expected to happen at many places during the "WorldYear of Pfunics 2005", it was felt appropti.t. to commemorate Einstein at his birthplace alreldy in 2004. This followed a long tradition in Ulm, where prwiously Einstein's 70th and l00th birthday had been celebrated in 1949 and 1979, respectively. The celebration in Ulm consisted of a large number of events dgring a period of nine months. To bring Einstein'swork, ideas and life to a broad audience, a series of a dozen of public lectures [1] were given by physicists and historians that met with great response. An "Albert-Einstein-Schüüerwettbewerb" (competition foistudents at secondary schools) was organized, and a new "Einstein Opera" commissioned by the City of Ulm was Performed at tfue Ulm Theatre. Furthermore, an "Einstein Exhibition" was installed which saw manyvisitors over several months. On Einstein's birthday, 14 March z}O4,the Mapr of the City of Ulm held a "Festakt" in Ulm's Einstein Hall in the presence of the President of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Prime Minister of Baden-Wtirttemberg. tn the evening of the same day, the opening ceremony of the Spring Meeting ("Frühiahstagun-g") of the German Physical Society took place at the University of Ulm. The scientifi.c and culturat highlights were the magnificent'Einstein Lecture" delivered by the Nobel Iaureate, Chen NingYang [2] , and the sensitive interpretation of the E minor Mozart Sonata (K304) by violinist and Einstein's gleat-grandson Paul Einstein. Let us cite from Yang's talk [2] : "Einstein was the greatest physicist of the 20th century, and with Newton the two greatest phpicists of all times. His work is characterized by depth, scoPe' imagination, persistence and independence. Of the three great conieptual revolutions in fundamental phpics in the 20th century, hJwas responsible for two, and had decisively-shaped the third." The three rerclutions referred to byYang are of course sPecial relativity (1905), general relativity (1915) ' and quantum theory (1900-1925 "At his birth his mother was shocked at the sight of the back of his head, which was extremely large and angUlar, and she feared she had given birth to a deformed ghild. But the doctor reassured her, and "ftet a few week the shape of the skull was normal. It was a big surprise, when iD 1986 the love letters of Albert Einstein and Mileva Marig written during the years 1897-1903 were discovered [6] . The letters show us the ]rcung man fallen in love and his relation to his fust wife. They give us deep insight into his intellectual dwelopment during the years shortly before he published his epochd scientific papers that made him world-famous. Alr."dy in these letters we recognize a daracteristic feature which he kept through dl his lifs absolute independence in scientific and political issues, be it with respect to people or institutions, the "suspicion against every kind of authority" [7] . Until the discovery of the love letters, the world did not know that in Ianuary 1902 Mileva had given birth, out of wedlock, to their first child, a daughter named Lieserl. The mysterysurrounding Lieserl remains unsohed; probably she was put up for adoption. In Ianuary 1903' Einstein married Mileva who gave birth to two sons: HansAlbert (L9M-1973) and Eduard ( 1910 Eduard ( -1965 .
The annus mirabilis 1905 ln 1905, Einstein's annus mirabilis or wonder year, the 26-year old patent clerk submitted five fundamental papers to the "Annalen der Phpik'' during the incredibly short period between 17 March and27 September. For the first of these PaPers, and not for the Theory of Relativity, the Nobel Prize in Physics for 1921 was awarded to Einstein n l922.In this paper, he developed a completely novel theory of light by introducing a new elementary partide, the light quantum or photon (c.f. Friedman's article, this issue). With the second and third paper, he became one of the most important advocates of the then still heavily disputed hlpothesis on the existence of atoms. The fourth PaPer contains the foundation of the Theory of Special Relativity, and finally in the frfth and last paper of the annus mirabilis he derives his legendaryformula E=mct. ln a letter to his friend Conrad Habicht (written on 18 or 25 May 1905), which is a typical example of his strong stinse of europhysig news prv/eucusr 2oo5 humour, Einstein wrote:
"So, what are you up to, you frozen whale, you smoked, dried, canned piece of soul, or whatever else I would like to hurl at your head, filled as I am with 70o/o anger and 30o/o pityl You have only the latter 30olo to thank for my not having sent you a can full of minced onions and garlic after you so cravenly did not show up on Easter. But why have you still not sent me your dissertation? Don't you know that I am one of the I 1/2 fellows who would read it with interest and pleasure, you wretched man? I promise you four papers in return, the first of which I might send you soon, since I will soon get the complementary reprints. The paper deals with raöation and the energy properties of light and is very revolutionary, as you will see if yoo send me your work fust. The second paper is a determination of the true sizes of atoms from the diffrrsion and the viscosity of dilute solutions of neutral substances. The third Proves that, on the assumption of the molecular theory of heat, bodies on the order of magnitude 1/1000 mm, suspended in liquids, must already perform an observable random motion that is produced by thermal motion; in fact, phpiologists have observed <unex-plaineö motions of suspended smdl, inanimate, bodies, which motions they designate as'Brownian molecular motion'. The fourth paper is only a rough draft at this point, and is an electrodynamics of movingbodies which emplop a modification of the theory of space and time; the purelykinematic part of this paPer will surely interest you." (CP (c) "In the present work I find an important confirmation of this most radical rdativitytheory showingthatit orplains qualitativdy and quantitativdy the secular rotation of the orbit of Mercury (...), which was discovered by k Verrier and which irmounts to 45 sec of arc per century. Rrrthermore,I showthat the theorl'has as a consequence a curvature of light rap due to gravitational fields twice as strong as was indicated in -y earlier inrrcstigation." [9] In al letter to his friend Paul Ehrenfest he wrote: "Imagine my delight at realizing that general covariance was feasible and at finding out that the equations yield Mercury's perihelion motion correctly. I was beside myself with joy and excitement for dap." (CP(c)8, pp.l77) "This discovery was, I belierc,byfar the strongest emotional experience in Einstein's scientific life, perhaps in dl his life. Nature had spoken to him. He had to be right' (A.Pais" [10] ) A few months later, IGrl Sdmarzsdild found the oract solutions to Einstein's field equations for a spherically synrmetric mass distribution. His by now famous solution provides the fundamentd modd of a black hole. Recently, it could be demonstrated using modern methods of infrared astronomythat there orists a massive black hole at the center of our MilkyWay (e.g., H.Genzel in tll).
In 1916 Einstein derived another firndamental prediction of his theory: the ocistence of gravitational waves. \A/hen more than 60 yean later Russel,t Hulse and Joseph H.läylor discorrcred a new type of pulsar, they used it for an indirect confumation of the ocistence of gravitationd wanes. (For this work they received the Nobel Prize 1993).
At a solar eclipse in May 1919, nro British expeditions confirmed Einstein's prediction of the bending of ligbt The results were presented in a memorable joint meeting of the Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical Society in London on 6 November 1919. fire president of the Ro1'al Society, Sir foseph Iohn Thomson, said in his summary: nThis is the most important renrlt obained in corurection with the theoryof gravitation since Newton's day, and it is fitting ttrat it should be announced at a meeting of the Society so closely connected to him." [11] The next day an artide appeared in "The Timesn (Iondon) with the headlines "Revolution in science. New theory of the universe. Newtonian ideas overthrown"n This was the birth of the Einstein legend (e.g., [10] about gravitation theory which somehow exposes me to the danger of being confined in a madhouse." (CP(c)8A,390). Ttre Einstein universe is dosed.In describing the beings in it, Einstein wrote in his popular book nThe geat drarm resulting from this consideration lies in recognition of the facttbatthe univqse of thae beings is finia end yet has no limit. " I I 3 ] For reasons which were also metaphysical, Einstein wanted a static, eternd unirarse i.e., without a Big Bang to use the modern term. He encountered, however, a problem becarue his field equations did not allow solutions r:nctrangeable in time. As a way-out, he therefore modified his equations by adding an adötional term containing a new fundamental constant, the so-called cosmological constant (in full agreement with general covariance). The Einstein universe possesses positive curvature, and its spatial shape is that of a three-dimensional hlpenphere. Assuming that the universe is filled onlywith ",lust" having constant density and zero pressrue, he was able to cdculate the "radius of the universen which turned out be completely given in terms of the cosmological constant. When the obsenrations byVesto Melvin Slipher and EÄ^'in Hubble dearly showed that ttre Unirrerse is eryanding; Einstein rejected the cosmological constant and remarked that its introduction "was the biggest blunder he ever made in his life".
[14] That Einstein did not realize that his field equations are not compatible with a static unfirerse (with or without a cosmological constant), is one of his greatest nmissed oppornrnitiesn. Nevertheless, it mayturn out in the future that his'biggest blundern is actuallf one of his greatest achievements. Since a fewpars, it has been known that the Universe is filled with a mysterious, wrknown €Dergi6 called dark energy, with negatirrc pressure wtriö is reqponsible for an accelerated orpansion of the Unirarse at the present Aoü. It ttrns out that all existing data are corsistent with the assumption that the dark energy is identical with Einstein's cosmological constant ! During his Berlin tirne, Einstein made two important contributions to quantum theory.In 1917 he forsrulated a statistical theoryfor the interaction between photons and atoms whiö 40 years later was applied in the maser. In 1925 he predicted the Bose-Einstein condensation uüidl 70 yean later was aöie\rcd in dilute gases of alkali atoms by E.A.Cornell, W.Ketterle and C.E.Wemann (Nobel Prize in 2001).
At Prinetooand the "obsesslon" nrhh unified field ürcory In lg3z,Einstein received an offer to work at the newly forurded lnstinrte ofAdnanccd Stud'' in Princeton. At that time, he did not intend to learrc Germany for good, but agreed to qpend half of his time in Berlin and half in Princeton. In December l932he visited CÄIJIECH. In |anuary 1933, Hitler came to power, and on Marcl l0 Einstein dedared publidy his decision not to return to Germany. On March 28, he resigned from the Prussian Academy. Aftera stayin Belgium and Englan{ Einstein arivedwith hiswift Elsa in NewYork on October 17. For his remaining 22 years he never went back to Europe ,gain.
Einstein's work in Princeton is often considered as unimportant with the exception of his Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen papq [15] tbat in recent yean has been recognized as a stimulating source of ideas. This is partiarlarty so since "EPR-statesn, otr{ : l; in general, "entangled states" can now be realised ocperimentally.
Furthermore, it is well known that the EPR-paper led Schrödinger to his famous paper on the "Schrödinger cat" [16] .
In Princeton Einstein continuedhis work on a trnified fieldtheory which he had dready started in Berlin. His efforts in this direction were not successful. His search for the basic principles of phpics became an "obsession". "A,$sessing today Einstein's insistence on unified field theory I would siry, yes, it was an obsession. But what a grand obsession! It gave direction to later theoretical researdr, and its influence on fundamental phpics will ortend well into the 21r century.' (C.N.Yang,l2l) During his whole life Einstein had tr'r'o hobbies: sailing and musig but music had a particular emotiond importance to him. He had played the violin since his sixth year. 
